
Instructions for Honey Sample Collection and True Honey App Integration: 
 

1. If using the True Honey app, download the app “True Honey”  
a. Register and create a profile 
b. Press ‘Add New Sample’ 
c. Ensure the GPS location of the sample location  

is accurate 
 

2. If using the True Honey app for sample collection: 
a. Take 3 pictures of the surrounding vegetation 
b. Take a picture of the untouched sample frame like in 

 picture (a) 
c. Take a picture of the sample frame and the collection  

jar like in picture (b),  
d. Fill in the remaining information (for notes, please     

indicate previous hive treatments and the kind of sample taken: single hive/honey from single yard 
site/etc.) 

e. Ensure the information is accurate and submit the sample 
 

3.  If you are not using the app for sample collection: 
a. Take pictures of the surrounding vegetation 
b. Take a picture of the untouched sample frame like in picture (a) 
c. Take a picture of the sample frame and the collection jar like picture (b) 
d. Fill in the ‘Honey Sample Collection Form’  

 
Example pictures of: (a) untouched sample frame, (b) sample frame with a collection jar, (c) collection jar with the 
identification and security sticker 

(a)       (b)        

 
 
 

4. Please mail your physical honey sample (and accompanying collection form) to: 
True Honey Buzz, 10609 McGrath Rd, Rosedale, BC, Canada, V0X 1X2 

 
5. If you are using the app, please submit your shipping information, and picture evidence that it has been shipped 

as required in the app 
 

6. If you are not using the App, please send your pictures of the sampling, the location 
 (GPS coordinates preferred), and the shipping information to: kyle@workerbeehoney.ca 
 

Thank you for your participation in our collection of honey samples! If you have any questions, please reach out to Kyle 
at kyle@workerbeehoney.ca. 
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